From Your Neighbor.
Something awful is going on in America today!
This letter is being passed out across the nation.
1. ) People everywhere from every demographic of society, in thousands of communities are being attacked inside their
own homes and apartments by silent electronic weapons. Once thought to be untrue, has finally been proven to be true
using an advanced laboratory grade instrument. You as a citizen are being kept from the news about this Nazi like crime
and should be concerned and become active in spreading the word that such things are going on. A private research
investigation spanning the last six years costing almost 1/2 million dollars resulted in discovering the proper detection
method that shows that people complaining of being attacked by silent electronic weapons are being hit with near lethal
levels of energy on purpose; to destabilize their immune systems, mental health and sabotage their jobs as well. Those
attacked report that the early signs were insomnia and acid reflux, along with a myriad of other very common ailments.

Read further information on the website http://www.mdspec.com to learn first hand from many thousands of people
being attacked overtly in public throughout the country, there are links at the bottom of that first page there. A number of
these people have done research to illustrate that there are many millions of people who have actually died of these attacks
throughout the nation. Those who have died simply thought that they were sick from natural causes. Doctors are ill
equipped with their training to be able to diagnose that an individual is under electronic attack or afraid to say anything.
Doctors can be wrong where they do not even know about such a test. On that site there is a “symptoms list” to learn if
you might be under attack. Also at the bottom of http://www.mdspec.com first page are links to many websites of personal
tragic accounts of being attacked in their own homes.
Without your looking into this, finding out the truth, taking action; there will be little chance that this will come out in
the media, because the media is controlled and censored
to remain silent, the genocide will continue indefinitely without massive numbers of the U.S. public knowing about this
activity and then taking action to stop it.
2. ) The country has other extreme activities going on and not reported in the mainstream news, such as the plan to allow
100 million immigrants into the country. This is being done without debate as to where all the jobs will come from;
Americans should be protected during this major influx; even now 30+ million illegal immigrants have been granted the
right to work in the U.S. after they came into the country illegally. If you don't believe it Google “CIRA BILL 100
million”, it's true. As it is, this country has not got enough jobs, historically there is a constant of 30 million people below
the poverty at any given time. There should debate about these behind the scenes virtual invasion plans.
3. ) Also the government is allowing foreigners to buy U.S. Highways and bridges and put toll booths on them, which is
going on without your knowledge or input as to why? All you have to do is Google “US leasing roads and bridges to
foreigners” Something is wrong! Why have the people of this country not been offered the same deal.
4. ) There is a plot to merge the United States with Mexico and Canada without public debate as to what laws will we live
under and what economic changes will occur to the people of the U.S. Again without debate! Also being talked about is
the restriction of U.S. Citizens movements in our own country in the future! All you have to do is Google “US plans to
force joining with Canada and Mexico” and you will find out something is wrong!
5. ) Today in America there are detainment camps all across the country with a capacity to handle well over 30 million
people. Google “Detainment camps in the U.S.”. With attacks against U.S. Citizens using silent electronic attacks as
mentioned in the first paragraph going on one has to wonder what has occurred and what is about to happen to us as a
nation. Trillions are spent on black projects in this country and even Congress doesn't know what it's spent on, well we
now know some of its being used to attack us.
6. ) Worse yet there are purportedly millions of foreign armed military troops in the U.S.. I doubted this myself until I
heard remarks from President Bush before the U.N. Security Council, where he mentions that sending troops into Iraq
would not jeopardize domestic security because he had “foreign Assets”. Google “Foreign troops inside the US” .It
appears these armed foreign troops are here because American boys in our military would not fire on U.S. Citizens.
Google “Congressman Ron Paul on foreign troops in the U.S.”

7. ) The U.S. Government has given contracts in sweet heart deals to foreign companies to protect major American
shipping harbors. Such actions when taken together with these other points should make you more than nervous, it should
make you mad enough to make an effort to contact all your neighbors, friends and relatives to take the government to task
on these violations and lapses in judgment tantamount to an attack against the national security of this nation. Why have
the people of this country not been offered the same deal or even told about it.
8. ) What you have learned here should have you ultra concerned as to what is going on; the military sent interceptor
planes away from our flagship city of Manhattan instead of protecting it. The facts speak for themselves Google
“interceptors during 911”.
9. ) Still more bizarre behavior by Uncle Sam where for the last 6 years, billions of tons of unknown chemicals are being
sprayed on the country, it's being verified daily with some respected investigators reporting as well. Google “Chem trails
billions of tons of unknown chemicals are being sprayed on the country”. What could be next you wonder?
10. ) All your meat now has 5 live viruses sprayed on it that have not been properly tested, yet has been FDA approved.
Why and who decided, was there a sweetheart contract deal? If the FDA were to look would it have been allowed. Google
“live virus sprayed on meat risky”.
11. ) What with all the disgusting behavior by government we are mentioning going on without debate or mention in the
main stream news, there has been an effort by mentally unbalanced government officials to have all citizens of the United
States given a mental health exam. It seems to me that the government officials need a mental health test, not the citizens.
Google “Bush plans mental health test for all citizens”.
12. ) Of course in your new Nazi state they plan to implant everyone with a tracking chip, or at least they are going to
make the attempt; already several hospitals are implanting infants with the same tracking chips that are used to triangulate
and attack people with electronic attack energy mentioned in the first paragraph. Pray that the parents are warned who
have had their babies implanted. Google “government plans to implant everyone ”.
13. ) As if it were not enough our country has a secret government overseas usurping its sovereignty and forcing policy
and laws on us. The Senate and Congress have no control or even an interest to control such Treason. Google “Committee
for Foreign Relations shadow government of the united states”.
14. ) There is a great deal more that would be of interest to you. One last thing to tell you; NYC metropolitan newspapers
approximately 1998 reported that Nazi intelligence that survived intact took the equivalent trillions of dollars stolen from
Europe, Russia, North Africa, and other places across the globe and invested it in U.S. Pharmaceuticals secretly.
It has been proven that stolen money was used to infiltrate the U.S. To eventually be useful in attaining revenge upon the
U.S. for bombing and obliterating Germany and Berlin. George Bush's Grandfather was operating a bank on behalf of the
Nazi party after the U.S. entered the war; that bank had to be forced to stop operating on behalf of the Nazi's by loyal
American authorities. One has to wonder who is making the decisions for American security today. Google “Underground
Nazi Invasion of the United States”. Today the country is insolvent through criminal mismanagement by allowing China
and other countries to have unfair trade with us and the result is not a nice picture. Google “The U.S. is bankrupt”.
15. ) There is much more to tell, such as government allowing radioactive metals from nuclear power plants to be used in
household and personal hygiene products, Google “radioactive metal household goods”. How far can they go before you
say you have had
enough. Its been proven that whether it is Democrat or Republican they don't respond to our letters on important subjects
and voting is not the answer.
16. ) What is going on is that nobody is watching those watching the store, and Congress and the Senate no longer respect
the American people but as you have read are actually involved in Treason against you today. What is needed is for a
rebirth of getting to know and communicate with your neighbors, friends and family and have them gather to discuss the
formation of a “Citizens Oversight Committee of the U.S. Government; called (Educate All Emergency) or EAE. It needs
to be done because we will all regret not acting right now. First thing to do is print 100 copies of this letter and give it to
as many people as possible; also call as many people as you can. Our purpose is to bring back a sane government by
contacting everyone you know across the country; without your help in getting this started the country will cease to exist
as we have known it. Then call us for further information on what to do. Call John Telephone # 631 360-1557

